
Strength: 500+ Industry: Pharma

CASE STUDY

Servier boosted 
visibility & trust across 
sales hierarchies 
with Kennect

SUMMARY

Traditional spreadsheets couldn't keep up with one 

of    the    world's    largest   global   pharmaceutical 

firm, which has a strong international presence in 

150   countries   and    a   total    sales   of   4.7 billion 

euros in 2021. Kennect was adopted by Servier to 

improve      their       commission       process      and 

reduce manual activities.

Kennect's     user  -  friendly      platform      provides Kennect's     user  -  friendly      platform      provides 

managers     and      administrators     with    access 

and   transparency   into  the  commission  process, 

fostering      trust      and      enhancing      incentives 

across teams.

KEY RESULTS

Kennect’s platform has helped SFE team 

in  reducing  the time spent on incentive 

calculation by upto 80%

Incentive  payouts  are released by the 

payout reports directly generated from 

the Kennect platform with zero manual 

intervention

It  has  allowed  sales teams to see their 

sales and incentives in real-time, rather 

than  waiting  until the end of the month 

for  the  sales  operations team to report 

their final results.

87%  of field forces track their incentives 

using  the  Kennect  platform (based on 

Mar’2022 data).
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About Kennect

Kennect  has  helped  a  lot of  businesses  in  exceeding  their   sales  objectives.  Having   Kennect   in   your 

organisation   will   increase   sales   and   business  growth,  as  well  as  provide  real-time  transparency  in 

commission payments. With our choice of proven sales effectiveness solutions, we're here to give you with 

the ideal platform to inspire your sales team and channel partners to stay motivated and engaged to your 

brand.  We  give  the  real-world  information  you  need  to  make  the  right  decisions  at  the  right  time — 

so salespeople get visibility, managers gain clarity, and leaders gain a return. 

It's why consumers say they'll never work without us again.It's why consumers say they'll never work without us again.

Additional Resources

www.kennect.io www.linkedin.com/company/kennect.in

www.fb.com/Kennect.io

@kennect_io
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Challenges

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

All incentive calculation and data 
management was done in excel

Data from multiple systems was used 
to calculate sales and incentives

Reports and dashboards were made 
manually on excel and were time-
consuming

No live data tracking and simulation

Incentive exceptions at the employee 
level 

Solutions

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Integrated the Primary and Tertiary sales data at 
one place with complicated trade, institution and 
retail team calculations along with stockist level 
transfers at the end of the month

Sales data is updated every 2 hrs on the 
dashboard

Incentive calculation automation for disbursement

Incentive simulator and tracker provided to the 
field force to plan and track their real-time 
incentives

Incentive tracking for field force and sales 
dashboards on mobile and web apps.

Detailed excel reports for download on the 
Kennect web app

Master data management and incentive plan 
builder are provided to the admin team to update 
masters and create incentive plans

Reports to track user engagement on the platform 
are given to the admin team


